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SUMMARY 

After an accident happens the investigators use some models to understand how it developed and which are its root 
causes. Most of the interpretations depend upon the paradigm used. Until now different paradigms led to different 
interpretations and different countermeasures. The Germanwings case, where a pilot intentionally crashed an airplane full 
of passengers, is a challenge for the safety scholars. Is this event a “black swan” or is it a symptom of a broader 
phenomenon affecting flight safety? This paper address the topic, analyzing the evolution of the threats to safety, the 
countermeasures adopted along the years and the methodological approach needed to cope with these new kind of 
accidents.  

 

Introduction 

Most of the accidents in aviation are caused by 

human errors. Focus of this paper is to show how 

the human factors,as root causes of aviation 

accidents, changed nature along the years in order 

to identify current threats to safety and to advance 

some possible solutions. Usually, the remedial 

measures to avoid some type of accidents focused 

on error management. Alas, new kind of accidents 

are becoming increasingly frequent, such as the 

unlawful interference, as was the Germanwings 

case. Here, the pilot intentionally flew against a 

vertical cliff in France. The public opinion was 

shocked and claimed for the implementation of 

strict prevention measures. But how to cope with 

this kind of accident, given the wilfulness of such 

behaviours?  

This paper illustrates the excursus of the human 

contribution to accidents during the last sixty 

years, identifying some turning points that 

represent “paradigm shifts”. Accidents’ models 

represent the way we interpret accident’s causes 

and provide a guide to reform the entire system. 

An accident is to be considered “paradigmatic” if 

after that nothing is the same as before. Examples 

of paradigmatic accidents are Tenerife (1977), 

Dryden (1989), the September 11
th

 attack and Air 

France 447. The Germanwings case is eligible to 

join this class of accidents. 

The evolution of threats to safety  

Let’s see this image that represents the curve of 

accidents in commercial aviation.  The decades 

starting from the seventies to nowadays are 

represented on the x-axes. The rate of accidents is 

represented on the y-axes, namely how many 

accidents happen for every millionsof take-offs. 

Even before going into details, we can note some 

characteristics of such a curve.  

 

Fig. 1 – The accidents’ trend 

In the first place, a good news: safety improved a 

lot over time. From the Sixties on, there is an 

abrupt decreasing of the curve and therefore an 

enhancement of safety. 

In the second place, a bad news: the curve never 

reaches the value zero.  

In the third place, a so and so news: occasionally, 

during the years, we observe some inversions of 

the trend caused by the change in the accident 

nature.The curve begins to descend again only 

after some counter-measures are taken to tackle 

the problem.  

The number of take-offs during the last sixty years 

has increased exponentially, but erratically (wars, 
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economic crises, globalisation etc.), passing 

anyway from about four million a year in the sixties 

to more than thirty million take-offs nowadays. 

Aircraft accidents share a common characteristic: 

wherever they happen, they shock the public 

opinion across the world.  

During the Sixties there were about four million 

flights a year. With a rate of ten accidents for every 

million take-offs the airline industry counted forty 

accidents a year. Even if today we strive to 

maintain the lowest possible rate of accident (say 

1 every million) the public opinion perceive an 

absolute number of thirty-five serious accidents a 

year, which is to say an accident every ten days.  

The aircraft is by far the safest means of transport 

and the facts show that air accidents happen with 

low frequency. Nevertheless, all of us would 

always like to see this value at zero, although this 

is a number that has never appeared in the world-

wide safety statistics.   

Cause of Accidents 

Aviation accident investigations have started to 

assume values of evidence, lessons learnt and 

tools for change from the Seventies onwards. In 

the past, someone was appointed as investigator, 

but he lacked a standard methodology which has 

been developed only by the mid-70’s. 

ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization) 

Annex 13 disciplines aviation investigations. It was 

first published in 1951 and is now on the IX edition. 

The first accident investigations were biased by 

non-standardized methods, unsuitable tools, and 

poor technologies (the Cockpit Voice Recorder 

was made obligatory in England following an 

accident with a Tristar in 1972). Therefore, the 

results were inevitably poor. It was only in 1973 

that the manual for technical investigations on the 

causes of accidents was published by ICAO. It has 

been subjected to various revisions over the years, 

besides integrations such asthe “Human factors 

digest No. 7” (1993) to determine the human 

contribution in the underlying causes of accident. 

Anyway, as the methodologies for the technical 

analysis of accidents improve, the need for 

conceptual paradigm enabling the investigators to 

identifying the root causes arises as well. We cited 

the paradigmatic accidents, the ones after which 

nothing is the same. These accidents bring to the 

public opinion and the safety scholar attention the 

need for new methods, for new ways of thinking. 

After those events we changed our glasses to see 

the reality. Safety models are the result of this new 

awareness.  

 

The ‘60s 

 

In the’60s, the primary cause of accident was 

attributed to the human being. The loss of control 

of the aircraft (Loss of control in flight) had as a 

consequence a stall, an unusual attitude, leading 

to an exceedance of the operational limits such as 

overspeed, overbank and so on. However, the loss 

of control represented the epiphenomenon, which 

had at its base human performances and 

limitations. Tiredness, sleepiness, jet lag, 

combined with the lack of technology to support 

the basic flying skills, togrether with the pilots' poor 

knowledge of their own limits as human beings, led 

to the human errors and eventually to accidents.  

For example, flying all night long, with the 

accumulated effect of the time zone on an 

intercontinental journey, was the precondition of 

the accident, in case the pilots had to cope with 

adverse weather conditions during the final 

approach to an airport. By its very nature, the work 

of a pilot is characterised by the fact that the 

maximum performance is required at the beginning 

and end of duty period (take-off and landing). 

Therefore, the nearer it gets to the limit of his duty 

period, the more the ratio (“index of safety”) 

between the resources available and the difficulty 

of the task decreases.  

The interpretative model of the accidents, at that 

time, was centred on the “name and blame 

approach”. Given that the accident was caused by 

pilot's error, the blame was attributed to who had 

committed the decisive action leading to the 

disaster. Addressing the blame was not useful by 

any means to prevent similar accidents, especially 

if they were induced by psycho-physical 

limitations.  

To cope with this issue we may act on two sides: 

first, we need to be aware of this human factors, 

and secondly, we may look for an increase of 

technology on board, implementing a series of 

systematic redundancies able to reduce the 

workload of pilots: autopilot, auto-throttle, flight 

director and other aids.  

So, to solve a problem arising from the human 

factor, the solution adopted was a massive 

introduction of automation.  

The 70’s 
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Looking at the accident curve we notice a peak 

during the mid-70’s. The main differencelies in the 

changing in the nature of accident and in the 

underlying causes.The dynamic of accidents 

changed from the loss of control to the Controlled 

Flight into Terrain (CFIT). This typology of 

accidents is characterized by pilots manoeuvring 

an efficient aircraft, in terms of attitude, speed and 

engine thrust. That’s way we define it “Controlled 

flight into terrain”, when the airplane– with all flight 

parameters ok - impacts an obstacle, a mountain, 

generally during the intermediate and final 

approach to land. The interesting thing that 

attracted the scholars’ attentionwas the fact that in 

many cases someone inside the cockpit noticed an 

anomalous situation, but for fear of reprimands by 

the captain or simply because of a sense of self-

censorship the doubts weren’t spoken out. 

Naturally it has been observed that when it was 

the captain to monitor the co-pilot (as in the 

captain monitored approach) this condition hardly 

emerged. 

So, the underlying cause was still human related. 

To solve this kind of problems, the solution didn’t 

come from technology (even if the introduction of 

the GPWS helped substantially) but was 

addressed to social psychology: courses to teach 

the people how to interact were adopted soon after 

the Tenerife’s accident. The safety paradigm 

widely used at that time was the SHEL, invented 

by Professor Edwards in 1972. 

It sketched out a first attempt to integrate the 

errors of the individual within a systematic vision, 

in which the interaction between all the elements 

of the system were taken into consideration. In 

fact, the acronym SHEL is intended to indicate the 

Software (rules, regulations, procedure), Hardware 

(the equipment, instruments, technology etc.) 

Environment (physical environment, organizational 

climate, external threats in general) and Liveware 

(for assonance with Hardware, Liveware is defined 

as the human element in all its declinations). Every 

element of the system is in some degree effective 

in interacting with the others. After the crash at 

Tenerife, Captain John Hawkins introduced a 

further L (for Livewire) precisely to indicate that the 

most problematic interaction was L-L, or the one 

between people. That’s why we may consider the 

Tenerife accident as paradigmatic; after that, the 

entire industry was obliged to look at the safety in 

another way.  

Fig. 2 – SHELL model  

 

If we observe the paradigmatic figure of the 

SHELL we will notice that the various tiles (centred 

around the L) are not clear-cut. This is to indicate 

that there will always be a mismatch between man 

and procedures, technology, environment and, 

more often, other human beings.  

It was now possible to intervene on the sphere of 

human behaviour with this new paradigm, training 

the pilots to team up. Effective teamwork includes 

communication skills, critique and conflicts 

management. The real novelty was the direct 

involvement of psychologists in the selection 

process. It does not mean that before the pilots 

were not assessed for what concerned their 

psychological fitness, but that the focus was on 

their performance (sensing, detecting, coding, 

classifying, etc.) rather than on relationship.  

Some desirable characteristics were highlighted to 

select a candidate: being a good team member, 

having a flexible character, being a good 

communicator, etc.  

On the other side, some types of risky behaviour 

were identified as undesirable, because they were 

associated with an increased rate of accidents: 

anti-authority, impulsiveness, invulnerability, 

macho-approach and resignation.  

As a guideline for the selection of airline pilots an 

extrovert profile was preferred, fostering empathy 

and emotional stability, while aggressiveness and 

a dominant profilemade the candidate not eligible.  

At the training stage, psychologists helped the 

pilots to reach an effective teamwork via 

classroom simulations; often some videos were 

taken of the interaction and commented 

afterwards. The psychologists had the facilitator 

role, asking the pilots to self-evaluate their 

communication performance and focusing on the 

interaction with others. 

It was this that gave rise to Cockpit Resource 

Management, inaugurated for the first time by 

United Airlines in 1981. It aimed at training pilots to 

the non-technical skills. It was the first time that 

people were being trained to use the tools suitable 

for managing human interaction on board, namely 
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communication, resolution of conflicts, 

assertiveness, criticism, models of leadership and 

so on. It is noteworthy to highlight the shift 

overtime from CRM as Cockpit Resource 

Management to Crew Resource 

Management(including flight assistants as well). In 

a not so far future, it will change to Company 

Resource Management (involving all the persons 

of the organisation in the training of non-technical 

skills). Nowadays we can certainly say that we are 

dealing with a battle won, since there were 

undoubted improvements in aviation safety and as 

a consequence of this new approach the curve of 

accidents lowered.  

The ‘80s 

 

Following the American de-regulation, duringthe 

‘80s’s, there was an increase in the rate of 

accidents. This was often due to an inadequate 

perception of risk, especially when the pilots made 

a commercial-driven decisions, or when they were 

subjected to the pressures of management. 

The ad coined to entice passengers to fly in 

America in the early ‘80’s was “Happiness is a 

cheap seat”. Only five years later, following a 

sharp rise in the rate of accidents the slogan 

became “Happiness is a safe seat” (Pellegrino, 

1994).  This phenomenon was mainly due to the 

spending cuts in the maintenance and training 

areas.  

Europe is experiencing today the same situation, 

with no apparent benefit from the errors made 

inthe American aviation history. Exasperated 

competition, crew duty time pushed to the very 

limits, compression of the cost of work, drastic 

lowering of the quality of life of the operating 

personnel, poor sense of attachment, very fast 

turn-over of resources, are all elements that had 

already been experimented with in the USA, 

showing their nefarious side-effects.  

In any case, at the end of the’80s, James Reason, 

one of the leading scholars in human error in 

complex systems, proposed a systematic 

interpretative model of safety that was based on a 

revolutionary assumption: the final error of the 

operator comes after a series of shortcomings in 

the defensive barriers scattered along the 

organization.Therefore, the responsibility is diluted 

along the path starting from the managerial 

decisions (blunt end) until the technological gaps 

(sharp end) 

As these barriers are being managed by human 

beings, they will inevitably present some shortfalls. 

The reason is that the variability of behaviours 

induced by intra-individuals and inter-individual 

differences, creates ever changing conditions in 

the operational environment. If we imagine these 

barriers as slices of Swiss cheese (the common 

gruyere) we shall see that notwithstanding they are 

placed in a series to intercept errors, there will be 

always an opportunity of missing that. And when 

all the “holes” are lined up, the trajectory of the 

error continues until the final outcome. 

 

Fig. 3 – Reason’s model 

 

What had to be done? The dynamic cause-effect 

to obtain higher levels of safety was in this case:  

Human problem – normative solution (in the sense 

of reorganization of the managerial philosophy, the 

introduction of more restrictive rules and a 

strictercontrol by the regulators).  

The focus shifted from the front-line operators to 

the management role in creating the safety 

conditions. The investigators looked for the root 

causes of an accident not only in the vicinity of the 

wreckage but analysing backward until the source 

of the shortcomings.  

The paradigmatic accident leading to a new 

accident model is Dryden (1989), the very first time 

the Reason model was applied to determine the 

disaster’s cause even at legal stage. 

The ‘90s 

During the’90s, the curve of accidents increased, 

demonstrating a particular paradox: loss of control 

had again become the main cause for a plane 

crash. Air safety seemed to have taken an 

enormous leap backwards of thirty years, since 

there was a return to the typology of accident 

characteristic of the Sixties. This time, however, 

the loss of control was not due to a lack of 
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automation, but rather to its pervasive presence. 

The numerous computers that there were on 

board, triggered off a kind of complacency in the 

pilots, who placed too great a trust in the flight data 

coming from automation. That attitude led to the 

loss ofcritique when evaluating the flight data 

provided by automation. Let’s see an everyday 

example to comprehend this statement.Imagine 

we are on the motorway, steadily driving along the 

slow lane. Imagine seeing other cars that are 

easily overtaking us when we suddenly read a 

speed of 300 km/h on our speedometer.It is 

obvious that the indicated speed is probably 

unreliable, so there is no need to use the brakes. 

The same concept applies in flight, with the only 

difference that when we are flying, the capacity to 

evaluate the reliability of flight data is not so 

immediate. Pilots have to manage a very 

complex“electronic echo-system”, mostly opaque 

and whom logic is unknown to the users. In this 

condition it is difficult to understand which input is 

true and which is false.  

Moreover, the real problem is not the management 

of invalid data, but the awareness of unreliable 

data. The former shows wrong values along with 

clear signals of malfunctioning (flag in view on the 

instruments, warning lights, acoustic alarms, etc.), 

while the latterlooks reliable, because they do not 

have warning lights. It is the same difference, in 

everyday terms, between accepting a banknote of 

thirty euros (which are not legal tender) and one of 

five hundred euros. We know that the first does not 

exist, and so we do not accept it, while the second 

would be useful and so we are tempted to accept 

it. However, it could be false.   

Poor man-machine interaction (in 1992 the 

accidents concerning the glass cockpit
1
aircrafts 

exceeded that of conventional aircrafts) was the 

root cause of this accidents typology. It led to poor 

situation awareness, triggering off mistaken 

decisions made by pilots. To solve this cause-

effect relationship the idea was: human problem – 

improved aircraft design (ergonomics).  

Research is to be done on cognitive psychology to 

see how the human brain processes the data, how 

it works on it in the lapse of time available and how 

it responds to anomalous situations 

reprogramming the automation.The paradigmatic 

                                                           
1
Those aircraft that are defined as glass cockpit are those in 

which the instrumentation is not analogue but digital. The 
data are represented by electronic displays from the actual 
computers. 

accident showing this kind of problems is the Air 

France 447, happened in 2009, while flying from 

Rio de Janeiro to Paris. Even if it may seem odd to 

insert an accident that happened twenty years 

after the period that we are considering, it is 

noteworthy to highlight that it has been 

causedmainly from the aircraft design, that dates 

back to Eighties. Often, in aviation, some problems 

remain latent for a long time, until something 

happensbringing their very nature to light.  

In this case, the design of the flight controls (the 

side-stick
2
), the type of stall warning (only aural, 

that is believed to be ineffective) and the lack of 

the indicator of the angle of attack (that should 

have been able to provide pilots with information 

useful to sort out from the critical situation).  

The accident model encompassing all these 

elements could be the Resilience engineering 

approach, focusing on dealing with the 

unexpected, highlighting the resonance between 

elements and taking into consideration the 

“emergent proprieties” of complex systems.  

The 2000s 

As we mentioned in the introduction, the threats to 

air safety do not only change over time and in 

space, but they also change their nature. It seems 

a never-ending process, where solutions and 

threats alternate.  

In the case of Security, the Seventies were 

extremely dangerous: aircraft hijackings were daily 

experiences, explosive devices loaded into 

suitcases in the cargo compartment led to several 

blasts inflight and terrorist actions in the airports 

deeply affected trust in the aviation system 

reliability (Pellegrino, 2005). To cope with these 

threats different means were adopted, give the 

very nature of terrorism. It was fuelled at times 

from political issues, from religious matters and 

even as a means to get money. Isolated hijackers 

could divert a flight, but usually they ended up 

facing an arrest by the police. A different case was 

when terrorism was financed by the States which 

could guarantee money, organization, protection 

and eventually a safe haven for the hijacked 

aircraft. 

Prevention in these cases is very difficult; 

removing the root causes was different from case 

                                                           
2
Theside-stick is the control stick in the modern planes. It is to 

the side of every pilot and supplies electronic impulses to a 
controlling computer that can then move the wing surfaces. 
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to case.  The metal detectors can partially 

intercepted metal objects, but were ineffective to 

spot Semtex, a plastic explosive. Much more 

effective is the intelligence work, to recognize 

plans of attack, but often the final word depends 

upon how much determined is the “commando”. 

Examples of terrorist attacks in the Seventies have 

remained in the collective memory (the highjacks 

of the “Black September” terrorist group) like those 

of the Eighties (Lockerbie). Eventually the terrorist 

threat faded-out, because of peace talks on one 

side and to the implementation of security check 

on the other.  

Unexpectedly, on the morning of 11 September 

2001, the world was woken up realizing that the 

terrorist threat, unfortunately, was not over. 

The thing that enabled such an extraordinary event 

was the fact that in the United States it was 

possible to gain access to a plane passing through 

very bland security checks, which were 

undoubtedly ineffective in intercepting possible 

weapons, ammunitions or agents dangerous for 

flight safety. 

Since that day, airports have become among the 

most controlled places. This is done by means of 

TV cameras, metal detectors, personnel employed 

on security, special boarding procedures and units 

for prompt intervention. All this goes to show that 

when facing an exceptional event an exceptional 

response is needed. Security checks that would 

have been considered unacceptable only a few 

years before, have now become routine because 

everyone is aware of the type of threat that a badly 

intentioned command could pose not only for the 

occupants of the plane but also for those that find 

themselves involved in “sensitivetargets” on the 

ground.  

Above all, this event triggered off a change of 

paradigm that has enabled us to change our 

perception of security. Today all departing 

flightsare to be considered security-critical, not 

only those towards the Middle-East, or the places 

characterised by political instability. In fact, the 

flights involved in the actions of 11 September 

were leaving for national destinations and 

domestic routes. 

The introduction on board of the reinforced door in 

the cockpit, which can only be opened with the 

consent of the pilots, was one of long term 

consequences of that day. 

There has been no reoccurrence of an accident 

like that of 11 September. However, the door has 

gradually become a problem, either in the event of 

criminal actions, which we will shortly see, or in the 

event in which the pilots are struck with sudden 

illness, as happened on Helios Flight 522 on 

service from Larnaka to Athens on 14 August 

2005. In that case, both the pilots lost 

consciousness because of a problem with the 

pressurisation system and the aircraft continued to 

fly guided by the autopilot. All occupants lost 

consciousness except one flight attendant, who 

succeeded to enter the cockpit after several 

attempts. Unfortunately, the airplane ran out of 

fuel, the engines flamed out and the plane crashed 

in a mountainous area not far from Athens.  

From 2010 to today 

While security experts had to deal with terrorist 

attacks, those concerned with safety focused their 

efforts on the prevention of human error; a kind of 

dualism between two different domains. Maybe it’s 

time to reconcile the two in a unique discipline.  

In fact, the reinforced door, born as a solution, 

became a problem. From 2013 to 2015 we 

witnessed a worrying series of accidents and 

serious incidents in which the pilot, voluntarily, led 

the flight to crash into the ground. In most of these 

cases, one of the pilot was shut outside the 

cockpit, thanks to the sealed door.  

The first case was a LAM (Mozambique Airline) 

plane that crashed in Namibia in 2013; after the 

captain had shut himself up on the flight deck 

during the absence of the co-pilot, the plane 

started on a dive from cruising altitude that lasted 

until it crashed into the ground.  

Shortly afterwards, in 2014, a co-pilot of Ethiopian 

Airlines shut himself up on the flight deck during 

the absence of the captain and instead of starting 

the descent to the original destination, Rome 

Fiumicino, continued as far as Geneva, practically 

landing with the last drips of fuel. After landing the 

co-pilot tried to flee from the cockpit window, 

pleading political asylum.  

Another case in point was the Malaysia Flight MH 

370 that occurred in 2014, and which is still a 

mystery. This is in the sense that no-one in human 

memory can recall a plane that disappears from 

the radar screens and of which not even the wreck 

can be found. In the final report that they wrote on 

the Germanwings flight, the investigators compiled 

a list of the events due to the intentional acts of the 

pilot, in which the case of the Malaysian airplane 
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was included. It is always necessary to handlethis 

case with caution, since in the lack of certain 

evidence, reliable documents and the registration 

of flight data there cannot be any certainties 

regarding the Malaysian case. Nevertheless, there 

are facts about some intentional acts carried out 

by the pilots (or by those who found themselves on 

the flight deck in that moment) in the minutes 

preceding the disappearance of the plane from the 

radar screens.  

These worrying events, which should have 

enabled alarm bells to ring for all the aeronautical 

communities, had happened in faraway countries 

(except for the Ethiopian case that happened in 

Europe, but with an airplane belonging to an 

African airline). However, in March 2015, the 

Germanwings case suddenly brought back the 

attention of the European public opinion (but 

generally worldwide)a fact that this event is not 

sporadic or random since we are talking about four 

cases in a relatively brief time span. If we can say 

that three indications are enough as proof, we find 

ourselves facing a worrying phenomenon, which 

cannot be defined as an impromptu case, unique 

and isolated.  

So, we may say that the Germanwings case is 

symptomatic of a tendency that is becoming 

highlighted as a real threat to air safety. The final 

report filed by BEA (Bureau 

d’EnqueteAeronautique) on the Germanwings 

disaster quoted a series of events where the 

affected mental state of the pilot has resulted (or 

may have resulted) in criminal behaviour.  

This could be another turning point for aviation 

safety. Is it a “black swan” as Nicolas Taleb put it? 

Do we need a new paradigm to intercept such a 

phenomenon? What could we do to prevent such 

dangerous behaviours? Until now we are 

accustomed to train people in order to avoid, 

detect or mitigate errors. A wilful behaviour aimed 

at destroying the aircraft and its occupants is 

outside the safety expert scope. Where to start to 

work on counter-measures?  

Maybe the first step is to understand what is 

happening to the pilots’ community, evaluating the 

organizational aspects, the individual lifestyle and 

their impact on personal resilience as a tool to 

recover from unbalances that could arise during a 

forty-years career.  

A pilot is hired also for some peculiar 

characteristics, among them self-confidence, 

psychological equilibrium, physical endurance and 

sound judgement. Nevertheless, a pilot is a human 

being affected, as every human, by negative life 

events (divorce, illness, mourning, moving, and so 

on). The ability to resist and to rebound to a 

healthy psychological state is not for free. It must 

be supported by programs ad hoc, such as the 

“peer support”, already implemented by some 

airlines to help people temporarily psychologically 

unfit to fly.  

Usually a pilot is an “Alpha male”. In every social 

group there are leaders and followers. Being a 

Captain requires a given attitude to command, to 

lead other people. Usually such a figure, don’t 

perceive to have problems. If He does, he doesn’t 

speak out his problems. If he speaks out, he 

doesn’t do it with a psychologist.  

The more effective mean to take care of these 

figure is to pair them with colleagues who share 

the same experience, who lived the same 

situations, who are not judges but supporters.  

 

Conclusion 

 

Being a pilot is not only a demanding job; it’s a 

lifestyle, all-encompassing and stressful. It is not 

strange that someone could lose his/her 

psychological balance.  

The discipline of human factor should focus on 

every aspect of this life and not only on the so-

called NOTECHS (Non-technical skills). It should 

overwhelm the boundaries of the work inside an 

airplane to move to several areas of concern: 

familiar bonds, friendship, hobbies, culture and so 

on.  

To understand such behaviour a deep study on 

pilots’ personalities, an analysis of the suicide 

(using the airplane as a weapon with innocent 

passengers on board) and the teaching of the 

symptoms of the burn-out are needed.  

The conclusion is that the human factor discipline 

should be broadened at 360° to encompass many 

elements. Not only a series of recipes to work 

safely, or to keep the human error in check, but 

also a thorough reflection, philosophical in its 

essence. The object to study is the entire life and 

not only whatever is not technical on board of an 

airplane. 

Our suggestion for a solution (or more solutions) 

comes from what we have expressed before. The 

human contribution to accidents changed nature 

and different approaches were needed in the past 
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to cope with different threats. Effective solutions 

adopted were, from time to time, technology, social 

psychology, regulations, ergonomics. Now it’s time 

to philosophy to enter the scene.   
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